The video for Michael Jackson's 'Thriller' made its international première on MTV at the very end of 1983. It was a lavish affair, shot on 35mm by the director of An American Werewolf in London (1981), John Landis, and it included ambitious narrative elements that went beyond the length and scope of the song. It was also one of the first videos by a black musician to appear on MTV and raised the bar for pop videos thereafter. Kobena Mercer (1993) provides a comprehensive reading of this video's narrative strategy and the different generic personae Jackson adopts.
work but, let's be clear, he was not a diabolist and to ensure that this was understood he had a title card inserted at the end of his new film: 'Due to my strong personal convictions, I wish to stress that this film in no way endorses a belief in the occult. -Michael Jackson'.
The video included references to black slavery, voodoo, and the history of the American south, but Jackson had been raised in a stern Jehovah Witness family and wanted the production to be seen as a bit of spooky fun -and only that.
This big-business but ultimately disposable attitude towards moving images sat in considerable contrast to that unfolding in the UK. The Video Recordings Act of 1984 was introduced to ease increasing public fears about explicit, mainly European horror movies then readily available on home video (see Wingrove and Morris, 1998) . Certainly, the films in questions could be strong and in many cases had been banned outright in the cinema; but the panic, courtesy of Mary Whitehouse's National Viewers' and Listeners' Association, had become enflamed. These films were considered powerful, provocative, and capable of changing people for the worse -very different from the harmless sentiments proffered by Michael Jackson.
In the UK, videos and moving images became if not a dangerous and wild affair in the 1980s, then most assuredly an uncertain and unruly one. The VCR belonged to a new technological age. Anyone could now hire and watch a feature film in the privacy of their own home, in their own time, at any time. Users could also freeze-frame content and use slo-mo, extending brief flash points of horror and heightening voyeuristic potential. Film projectors had existed before but home video came with a massive marketing push. Many more people bought video players than amateur cineastes in the past. Julian Petley notes that in the 10 years between 1979 and 1989 home video recorder ownership in the UK increased from 230,000 to 13.8 million (Petley, 2011, p.71) . Furthermore the tape -the actual ribbon that carried the image -was held inside an easy-to-load plastic cassette, and was far easier to use than fiddly old celluloid. The record function also allowed people to record TV shows or even copy other videos if they had two decks. It was that function that led to the independent VHS label. Prior to the Video Recordings Act, which stated all commercially available video tapes must be granted a certificate by way of state authority, anyone could release and sell videos, uncensored, unsanctioned, with no reprisals from the law. Hence the video nasty. It was the wild west of late twentieth-century technology (see Barker, 1984) .
The increase of domestic video equipment changed how people related to power and consensus, testing the status of what was considered acceptable, permissible, and what was not. The battles revisited controversies surrounding censorship in the early 1970s and gradually paved the way for niche programming, highlighting different types of film consumption, plus different markets. 'What do you want to watch on TV tonight?' asked a VCR advert at the turn of the 1980s. It was precisely this question that new, young independent film and video makers, plus members of the counter-culture, sought not just to exploit, but explore. They tested its personal and political ramifications, and pushed people's limits as they went, bending identity and challenging straight Christian patriarchy.
The industrial band Cabaret Voltaire, who had experimented with 16mm film and slides through the 1970s set up their own underground label, Double Vision. They released a video version of the hit underground album 'Seven Songs' by 23 Skidoo which deftly wove together diaristic Super 8 footage with vivisection imagery and bright, saturated colour fields generated on a video mixer at St Martins School of Art, London. The director, Richard Heslop, would later work with Derek Jarman and make videos for The Shamen, Happy Mondays, and Suede. His aesthetic was -and remains -singular and distinctive and yet his approach and the energy he appeared to trap in his work also spoke to the period's fascination with new technology and changing ideas about identity and control. His 1983 video for 23 Skidoo's 'G.I. Fuck You' included carefully edited and manipulated visual samples from the notorious video nasty Faces of Death (1978) , and yet his pieces were not simply exercises in school boy shocks; they juxtaposed images and introduced palpable rhythms and counter-points, suggesting a kind of innate visual musicality, pushing and pulling the viewer in unexpected directions.
It was this excitement about video and its social and technological possibilities that fed MTV when it first began in the United States in 1981. Andrew Goodwin (1993) offers a useful revisionist account of MTV's emergence and its coincidence with 'the so-called second "British Invasion" of synth-pop acts (such as Duran Duran, ABC, The Thompson Twins, Culture Club, Wham!, Thomas Dolby, and Human League) ' (1993, p.49) . The channel drew heavily on British pop videos and directors from the outset. Duran Duran appeared in a number of videos that verged on soft porn, 'Girls On Film' (1981) being the most famous. And Orange Juice, Bow Wow Wow, Visage, Ultravox and many others all experimented, often making entertaining, imaginative and relatively cheap videos to go with their expressive, unusual music. The video for the Human League's 'Don't You Want Me ' (1981) , directed by Steve Barron, represented an increase in both budget and conceptual ambition but was also exploratory and self-reflexive, simultaneously looking back to François Truffaut's film ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV There was an unacknowledged tradition for pop films and impressionistic interludes on TV in the UK from the late 1950s onwards, so much a part of the latticework of daily television as to not even be remarked upon (see Mundy, 1999) . However, as Kevin Donnelly notes (2007, p.70) , it was the limitations of British TV that would in part propel imaginations from the late 1970s onward. Until the arrival of Channel 4, there were only three channels broadcasting, an almost entirely unique situation for any country with a television history.
Because channel choice was limited in the UK established styles dominated and rarely appealed to the youth market. But the pop video did, specifically. It opened the window on an Eden of possibilities, an exciting vista on a strange new world, particularly for those who didn't live in a big city and were unexposed to alternative forms of moving image culture. They may have been a commercial enterprise, designed to shift units, but music video directors were called upon to find new visions and new ways of making films. It was a technological age of synthesisers, home computers, fax machines, arcade games and Walkmans, and people were hungry for new experiences.
Such was the spirit of the age that a desire for new kinds of image making seemed to unfold in both the underground and mainstream cultures simultaneously. In the early 1980s, clubbers, art students, New Romantics, and members of the post-punk scene used cheap, domestic technology to find new modes of expression and to ignore, overtone or simply subvert the mainstream media, dominated as it was by limited options, limited access and established patrician and patriarchal politics (see O'Pray, 2009) . Independent VHS tapes were released, like those coming out from Double Vision, and Super 8 film was embraced as a cheap yet lyrical and direct new medium. The DIY approach of punk was powerfully reborn.
The period saw new perspectives and voices emerge in the underground scene. More female, gay, and black filmmakers pushed themselves forward and often they were friends: squatting flats, clubbing, and developing new styles and techniques together. When not working with Derek Jarman, John Maybury, and Cerith Wyn Evans led the charge amongst the Super 8 fraternity, casting friends such as Leigh Bowery and Siouxsie Siouxof Siouxsie and the Banshees -in fragmented, dreamlike scenarios (see Comino, 2017) . Isaac Julien and Grayson Perry also made films as did major pop video director Sophie Muller in her early days (see ICA, 1985) .
Grayson Perry, now a celebrity Turner Prize winner, then a struggling ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV would-be artist, said in a personal statement attached to a 1984 Arts Council application: 'filmmaking for me began with a camera for one pound thirty pence and a ten-year-old reel of film. Since then I have regarded myself as some kind of skiffle filmmaker in a world of pop video.' He continued: 'despite being on the dole for eighteen months I have played out my role of eccentric artist with much enthusiasm' (Perry, 1984) . In his The Green Witch and Merry Diana from 1984, a woman is cursed by a witch out in the countryside and suddenly grows a tail. She spends the rest of the film wandering the streets of London to the sound of frosty post-punk and groovy psychedelia. Perry would often use tape cassettes to accompany his modest yet imaginative films, in turn creating pop videos by default. The pithy, three-minute Bungalow Depression (1981) was edited in camera on a single Super 8 reel and when projected played with a recording of 'Walk On The Wildside' (1972), Perry's suburban cross-dressing subverting Lou Reed's subversive pop song in quite unexpected ways.
Isaac Julien's film Territories (1984), in contrast, examined the cultural landscape of the time. Technology and its various platforms are exposed as holding and perpetuating different specific hierarchical agendas, which in turn problematise the coverage of important black cultural events such as the Notting Hill Carnival, leading to further racial stereotyping, marginalisation and control. The film weaves and cross-cuts everything from Super 8, standard 8mm, 16mm and television reportage, and by the end different sequences and protest music are deftly mixed back and forth in the manner of a DJ, ultimately resisting concrete representation and resolution.
Julien's work, and that of others, introduced a self-reflexivity to films and videos whilst still engaging with youth culture. Images became not about reality but things to be decoded. It was the post-modern age, an era irrevocably altered by the mainstream, avant-garde movement of punk.
Speaking [M]emories are blurred. Details have been erased. The image moves with the awkward grace of the benumbed, slave to the host of myths. Degraded and humiliated, the glamorous image is brilliant in its vacancy, glorious in its degradation. The face of reality is still evident beneath the thin skin of glamour. The woman is still a woman. The hat is still a hat. The film is still a film. (Maybury, 1981) Maybury wanted to revive uncertainty, tension, transgression and audience involvement in underground film. Writing a manifesto of sorts, which appeared in both ZG Magazine and in publicity to accompany the 1981 ICA screening series 'A Certain Sensibility or a New Romantic Cinema', he explained: 'the key to my filmed imagery is pantomimethat clumsy overstated melodrama. My aim is to provoke an "oh yes he is, no he isn't" in the viewer's subconscious. A naïve-emotional response which only the un-reality of the pantomime can draw out' (ICA, 1981). Maybury's early works have a pronounced existential quality and were shot on Super 8, a format known for its personal, amateur, diaristic qualities. Solitude (1981) and Court of Miracles (1982) paw at both bodies and metaphysical depth, highlighting and confusing identity and gender, whilst also exploring image relationships in technically sophisticated ways. Layered projects threaten to overwhelm and obliterate the friends of his that appear; the films move at different speeds and cracks appear between as their different frame rates interrelate and interject. The said friends -and/or lovers -try, in cool Warhol-esque fashion, to resist or simply ignore the penetrating light. 'Drawing on Maybury's personal ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV Head (1979) , quoting from The Visible and the Invisible: 'How are we to name, to describe, such as I see it from my place, that -lived by another -which for me is not nothing, since I believe in another -and that which furthermore concerns me myself, since it is another's view upon me? ' (1968, p.10) . In a sense: how do we understand both ourselves and other people, as the perception of one to a degree depends upon the conscious perception -and the image -of the other? Wyn Evans sought to explore relationships between not just people, but people and images, and images and films.
As left-wing politics began to shift and change in the early 1980s, symbolism assumed greater significance. Videos showed that icons could be used and lived through, or obliterated. William S. Burroughs was something of a hero to the underground scene at this time. He considered the word in its broadest sense to be a virus that invaded the body and affected pure, uncorrupted thinking. He sought to rewire culture and dethrone the authority of texts and the word. To this end, as well as experimenting with literature, he contributed to a series of films directed by Antony Balch that used esoteric and occult imagery.
Films Towers Open Fire (1963) and The Cut-Ups (1966) emphasised images, subjectivity and the internal processes of the mind as a way of understanding their broken narratives. Burroughs and his friend Brion Gysin were written about in hip style magazine The Face in 1981, providing a powerful indicator of his currency in the post-punk era. Through Genesis P-Orridge of Throbbing Gristle and Psychic TV, he also gave readings at the night club Heaven in London and again at a devoted event called the Final Academy where bands and films also featured. Derek Jarman, who had read Burroughs in the early 1970s, was also very much interested in accessing and exploring unconscious imagery. The Tempest from 1979 featured the musician Toyah as Miranda and pushed Shakespeare's Prospero (played by Heathcote Williams) to the forefront, exploring his connection to Queen Elizabeth I's occult aide Dr John Dee. ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV
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Dee spoke with Angels and used a black obsidian mirror as a means of contact. Jarman thought of the film camera as a similar device, an occult technology through which to gain insight into the shadow side of existence and to explore ideas about magic. He said: 'film is the wedding of light and matter -an alchemical conjunction' ( Jarman, 1984, p.188 ). Jarman also wrote: 'In 1974 I bought copies of Jung's Alchemical Studies and Seven Songs to the Dead, and this provided the key to imagery that I had created quite unconsciously in the preceding months; and also gave me the confidence to allow the dream-images to drift and collide at random' (p.128). Jarman had begun shooting Super 8 films in 1972. Journey to Avebury (1972) presents travel through shimmering fields to ancient stone monuments and references ancient paganism while The Art of Mirrors (1973) and Fire Island (1974) directly utilise the timeless imagery described in their titles. Gold and fires pulse brightly, and mirrors throw dazzling brightness at the camera, sending its automatic light meter into disarray. For Jarman, the films and their symbolism represent and evoke metaphysical transformation -journeys into the mind, change and rebirth à la Orphée (1950) by Jean Cocteau, another stylish cinematic articulation of internal travel and self-discovery. Jarman also made connections between gay underground culture and the historical secrecy surrounding alchemy.
Jarman was absolutely concerned with current political realities but he was not a realist filmmaker. In 1980, his ambitious and intensely psychedelic Super 8 film In the Shadow of the Sun was blown-up to 16mm and a shimmering, metallic Throbbing Gristle score applied. It was made by simultaneously projecting several of his dreamlike Super 8s onto postcards; films overlaying films. Jarman noted: 'the first viewers wracked their brains for a meaning instead of relaxing into the ambient tapestry of random images. The language is there and it is conveyed -and you don't know what you have to say until you've said it' (p.129). Jarman, and In the Shadow of the Sun particularly, were very strong influences on John Maybury, Isaac Julien, and the others who worked in Super 8 and hung out on the clubbing scene.
It is tempting to wonder if the discontinuous, broken narrative of the pop video that we are now so used to, was inspired in part by Jarman and Burroughs. Nothing is ever quite so neat but there is some evidence for the case. John Scarlett-Davis who worked as Derek Jarman's assistant made a Burroughs-inspired video called Non Stop Cut Up (1982) (Lipman, 1984, p.18) . He could almost be talking about MTV. Mulcahy's Duran Duran video features strange sci-fi images drawn from Burroughs's imagination, often referencing masturbation and ejaculation. Intriguingly Donald Cammell the co-director of Performance (with Nicolas Roeg, 1970) -a film that directly referenced Burroughs and his ideas -also made pop videos in the early 1980s, including a promo for the U2 song 'New Year's Day' that ultimately went unused.
Links between influences and output remain speculative but pop videos were certainly inspired by the notion of Scratch Video. The phenomenon centred on the recycling of found materials, exploring non-narrative, associational and sometimes musical connections between disparate images. It had its background in found footage films from as far back as the 1920s and it really hit public consciousness when artist George Barber released the VHS tape 'the greatest hits of scratch video volume 1' in 1984. The release was reviewed in the New Musical Express and in The Times and had a significant public profile. It demonstrated very powerfully what could be done with music and video in a decade obsessed with technology and the new.
'George Barber takes the innately seductive quality of TV to mix colour, shapes and movement into hypnotic fluid sequences. The screen becomes a crystal ball, triggering the subconscious. TV as the Dream Machine ' (1984, p.18) said Andy Lipman, writing in City Limits. 'Scratching is so simple. Just playing with the TV remote-control console, quickly switching stations at random, is a basic search. What emerges isn't just a jumble of voices and images but the personality of broadcast TV itself. Its self-importance, its hectoring, its banality and plastic smile ' (p.19) .
Although Barber has never to my knowledge referenced William S. Burroughs, his approach is certainly reminiscent of the cut-up technique that he frequently utilised. Barber's videos are self-conscious and highly worked. For Absence of Satan (1985) he cut between The Brotherhood of Satan (1971) and Absence of Malice (1981) , finding musical connections between the films, as well as jarring juxtapositions and strange connections and repetitions. Columbia Pictures entrusted Barber with the video masters thinking his funny new video thing would promote their back catalogue.
The group and cultural force Psychic TV also used video to re-work found visual material. Genesis P-Orridge, their leader, was a serious devotee of William Burroughs and Brion Gysin and regularly applied their techniques and ideas in new, unusual ways. ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV These are intended for instruction of thee Psychick Youth. They are celebrations of experience, provocations of thought, image, sound and Spirit, integrated as information and not as entertainment. Psychic TV is not intended to be a replacement for conventional programming, but rather the first step towards de-programming. We do not accept the pre-occupations of institutionalized TV with its redundant assumptions about entertainment and value. With Psychic TV we use and exploit the way such TV is seen and used by our generation. Raw material to be used and manipulated by the viewer.
( P-Orridge, 1982, p.118) Intended for both 'instruction' and 'raw material to be used and manipulated', the tapes of Psychic Youth spoke to evolving ideas about what media was and how it might be used.
Lipman's 1984 article in City Limits also raised questions about the cultural significance of recycling and re-appropriation: 'Scratch has arrived' he said, 'but will the media, as usual, simply detach the style from the substance to market newer bands and consumerables? If television is our shop window on the world, scratch has just chucked a brick through it, and is busy looting 30 years of goodies, with abandon. Will the results be inflammatory or wall paper?' (Lipman, 1984, p.19) .
Scratch in the end didn't so much provide wall paper or inflame but it did get slowly absorbed, as Lipman predicted, in complex, ambiguous fashion, by the mainstream media: 'youth TV' and MTV. Meanings could slide and depend on context and the viewer, but conversely producers often explored and exploited this, using irony to their advantage whilst simultaneously feeding TV's aesthetic rebirth. George Barber:
when that business, in true Baudrillardian fashion, led by the Pop Video/ Youth programming division, became more used to experimenting, playing, trying out new technology -ultimately, in effect, taking the mantle of visual playfulness over from artists to itself, this just about put video art on an endangered species list. (1990, p.120) But in its first wave, as it was in clubs and on self-released cassettes, Scratch resisted and interrogated mainstream culture, deliberately foregrounding hard transgressive imagery, overt political content and/or a kind of strange, deadzone, mainstream lifestyle monotony.
The sampling and cutting-up of material not only rewired concepts of linear time and 'progress' but introduced noise into the interface between ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV The interrelationship between image and identity took on complex, heavily coded nuances in the early 1980s, mirrors frequently appearing to highlight the notion of performance in its fullest sense but also to often shine light back at the viewer or to interrogate the illusionistic world of both film and pop. This technique is there at the end of the already self-referential 'Don't You Want Me' (Human League) by Steve Barron, and in Adam and the Ants' 'Prince Charming ' and 'Stand And Deliver' (all 1981) , in both cases appearing as the final enigmatic shot, crystallising the narrative but shattering it too. The performers carry their own private universe around them, refracting it back at the viewers around the world, subject and object locked in a complex, blurred relationship.
Identity was plastic, perhaps finding its ultimate articulation through film, going back to, again, Cocteau's Orphée in which the mirror became a portal to another sphere, also turning the self into the other, a performance. Note the unidentified but nonetheless totemic image of Cocteau's visage can be glimpsed at the end of Muller's 1984 film In Excelsis Deo. But it was the punk energy that was more overt; it was British and DIY and fed the underground scene, encouraging gay and female filmmakers to make work that would chime in startling synchronicity with the burgeoning pop video world, also feeding it and demonstrating what was possible, finding not so much new images but adopting new approaches and a self-referential style to both filmmaking and identity itself.
When MTV began in 1981, it launched with footage of the moon landing and the implanting of a strange new flag in the satellite's dead, ♦ The Occult Roots of MTV 11:1 Spring 17 MSMI grey surface. The MTV logo fluttered over the traditional Stars and Stripes, flickering and mutating like a mirage of a chimera. With its tidal effects and emotional resonances, the moon exerts an uncanny influence on the earth, and so soon would this strange new phenomenon. By way of contrast, many of the underground film and video works described here later dropped beneath the radar. Their influence would be felt intensely throughout the rest of the 1980s and beyond, affecting youth TV, pop videos, fashion and graphic design, but the works themselves would largely disappear from view. With the exception of Scratch Video, artist and experimental film surveys would rarely feature them, and the history books would give them scant regard too, usually devoting a page to Derek Jarman and then mentioning John Maybury and Cerith Wyn Evans -as fellow gay artists working with Super 8 -but adding no real detail and rarely discussing any specific films. (The filmmakers often got called the New Romantics. At some level this label fitted the work but was also confusing given the currency of the New Romantic pop music at the time.) It was a scene that disappeared almost as quickly as it arrived. It was the coolest thing and then it was gone -unlike Michael Jackson who was big when he made the Thriller video (which was also self-reflexive), and then huge. The artists and clubbers who made underground films in the years after punk used Super 8, qualitatively very different from Jackson's 35mm. It was an amateur gauge and deliberately disposable, but also direct and personal. Maybe the scene, as it was, was never meant to last. Few films entered distribution libraries or archives and the filmmakers themselves largely forgot about the work, unsure if it was good or quite how it related to what they did next, becoming successful artists, pop video directors, professional filmmakers etc. Or simply moving on. They were young. Some literally lost their films, leaving them with friends, or in abandoned nightclubs and squats, and AIDS of course claimed the lives of many.
Lots of films were made; there was an explosion of activity. Far more happened than is accounted for here. What we can be confident about, even if it is not in the history books, is that it did contribute to the development of the pop video -the names of the directors alone make that clear -but it was also far more than that. The films had real currency and remain bold, extremely imaginative and also fresh and direct, the rawness of inspired youth transmitting vividly across the decades. It is a powerful body of work, and from a powerful, exploratory time in British moving image culture.
